User Affairs of SuperMUC-NG

- Research Allocations Request Form (Online Project Proposal)
- Modification of Data of an Existing Project
- Change Password, manage project and user information (LRZ ID-Portal)
- HPC Statistic (accounting information, e.g. CPU hours)

Reporting Obligations for projects on SuperMUC-NG:

- **Status Report or Final Report**
  Status reports are due every 12 months, the final report is due 3 months after the project finished. Follow the link for requirements and template files. Use this link to Upload Status Reports and Papers.

- **Dissemination material**
  Every two years, the LRZ publishes a new edition of the book “High Performance Computing in Science and Engineering”. These books give a comprehensive overview of the many interesting projects that have been conducted on the LRZ HPC resources (HLRB-II, SuperMUC, SuperMUC-NG). Previous editions of these books are available at [http://www.lrz.de/services/compute/supermuc/magazinesbooks](http://www.lrz.de/services/compute/supermuc/magazinesbooks).
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